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Abstract

Upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC) represents only 5% of all urothelial cancers. The 5-year cancer-specific survival in the United States is roughly 75%, with grade and stage being the most powerful predictors of survival. Nephroureterectomy with excision of the ipsilateral ureteral orifice and bladder cuff en bloc remains the gold standard treatment of the upper urinary tract urothelial cancers. However, endoscopic and laparoscopic approaches are rapidly evolving as reasonable alternatives of care depending on grade and stage of disease. A critical review of the current literature and various guidelines regarding tumor management in UTUC was undertaken, with a focus on surgical options. Topics reviewed include percutaneous and endoscopic approaches, laparoscopic nephroureterectomy (LNU), options regarding the management of the distal ureter, the role of lymphadenectomy, and the emerging role of chemotherapy in the treatment of UTUC. Both National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) and European Association of Urology (EAU) current guidelines are reviewed. Limited recommendations are provided by the American Urological Association (AUA). Scant level 1 or grade A evidence was noted in the establishment of the various guidelines. There is debate regarding how to best manage UTUC. With the current trend towards minimally invasive, localized, and precise surgical treatments for all solid malignancies, we must evaluate this movement as it applies to UTUC. Nephron sparing surgery is the preferred option, when feasible, in the management of other renal malignancies. This, too, must be considered when managing UTUC. Higher quality research is needed to better establish evidence-based guidelines. However, this is a challenging prospect given the low incidence of UTUC and the difficulties encountered in creating appropriate protocols.
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Introduction

Epidemiology

Urothelial carcinomas (UCs) are the fourth most commonly occurring tumors [1]. Bladder tumors account for 90-95% of UCs and are the most common malignancy of the urinary tract, while upper tract urothelial carcinomas (UTUCs) account for 5-10% of UCs [2, 3]. UTUCs account for 5-7% of all renal tumors. The estimated annual incidence of UTUC in Western countries is approximately two new cases per 100,000. Peak incidence of UTUC occurs in the eighth decade of life, and it is three times more prevalent in men than in women. The overall prognosis of UTUC depends heavily on the stage at diagnosis. Stage Ta and Tis tumors have 5-year survival rates up to 100%, while 5-year survival rates for stage T3 tumors do not exceed 40% [4]. Although rare, UTUC has a tendency for multifocality, local recurrence, and metastasis [4, 5]. Concurrent bladder cancer is present in 17% of cases [6]. Recurrence of disease in the bladder occurs in 22-47% of UTUC patients, whereas recurrence in the contralateral upper tract is observed in 2-6% [7]. Compared to UC of the bladder, UTUC is often more advanced at initial diagnosis with almost 60% invasive at diagnosis, presents at a higher grade, and consequently, has a poorer prognosis [8, 9]. UTUC shares similar risk factors with bladder cancer with tobacco and occupational exposure to aromatic amines being the most common [9].

Grading

As with other solid tumors, UTUC’s stage and grade are the most important prognostic factors. Before 2004, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified UTUC into three grades.
(G1, G2, and G3). Since then, the WHO classification has incorporated histological data (Fig. 1) in order to reflect rate of tumor growth, distinguishing three types of non-invasive neoplasms: papillary urothelial neoplasia of low malignant potential (PUNLMP), low-grade carcinomas, and high-grade carcinomas [3]. This classification excludes urothelial papillomas, which are completely benign.

PUNLMP is a papillary lesion with thickened urothelium in an orderly arrangement, having minimal architectural abnormalities and minimally enlarged and hyperchromatic nuclei atypia. Mitotic figures are infrequent and usually confined to the basal layer.

Low-grade papillary carcinomas have an orderly appearance, but display an easily recognizable variation of architectural and/or cytologic features, including variations of polarity and nuclear size, shape, and chromatin texture. Mitotic figures are infrequent, but may be present in the lower half of the cell layers.

High-grade papillary urothelial carcinomas have a disorderly appearance at low magnification. These tumors feature architectural abnormalities of irregularly clustered cells with disorganized epithelium, and cytologic abnormalities with pleomorphism variation. Nuclear chromatin may be clumped with prominent nucleoli. Mitotic figures, including atypical forms, are typically seen at all levels of the urothelium, and may demonstrate marked nuclear anaplasia. Histologic variants (micro-papillary, clear cell, neuroendocrine, and lymphoepithelial) may be associated with the specimen in up to 25% of cases and are considered to be high grade [10].

Histologic grading of UTUC between initial biopsy and final resected pathology correlates up to 90% of the time [11]. Variation within a single lesion can be seen, however, demonstrating a spectrum of cytologic and architectural abnormalities. This underscores the importance of examining the entire specimen, with the highest visualized grade determining diagnosis [12]. This also brings to light a prominent challenge in UTUC research: the lack of consistent grading between physicians and investigators.

**Staging**

Preoperatively obtaining accurate staging and grading of an upper tract tumor is limited by contemporary biopsy techniques. Despite vast improvements in imaging, endoscopic instruments, and biopsy devices, it is difficult to routinely obtain representative tissue specimen for accurate staging that includes muscularis tissue. The information needed to accurately stage a UTUC is often available only from a post-operative specimen. This contrasts with urothelial tumors of the bladder, in which all information needed for staging is ascertained from biopsy or transurethral resection of bladder tumor.

Endoscopic biopsy cannot reliably predict upper tract tumor stage. Tumor stage has shown less than 50% correlation to final pathology, due primarily to the small size and depth potential of tissue sampling, and tumors are often upstaged after resection [12].

Urologists rely on a combination of tumor grade, endoscopic appearance, and radiologic appearance in prediction of tumor stage (Table 1). This creates some degree of variability between care providers. There has been a push for the development of criteria to better risk stratify these patients with upper tract tumors. Newer modalities have surfaced, including histologic stains and high frequency intraluminal ultrasound attempting to improve preoperative tumor staging and risk stratification [13].
Historical perspective

In the past 15 years oncologic surgery has changed significantly as diagnostic techniques and treatment options for cancer have improved. As a result, survival and prognosis of many malignancies has improved, leading to modifications of surgical technique. Modern day malignancies are identified earlier, often as small, non-invasive lesions, and subsequent utilization of less invasive surgical techniques has yielded comparatively similar clinical results. Historically, however, UTUC presented with a more diffuse, large, multifocal, or bulky appearance, with gross hematuria often being the impetus to present. As a result, the gold standard for UTUC treatment has been radical nephroureterectomy (RNU) with removal of the ipsilateral bladder cuff. Endoscopic treatment was reserved for a very small subset of patients, including those with severe renal insufficiency, solitary kidney, or bilateral UTUC. Due to modern day advances and earlier diagnosis of lower stage tumors, laparoscopic surgery has supplanted traditional open surgical techniques, and endoscopic or segmental surgical options have taken on a greater role in management. More conservative, less invasive approaches in the management of UTUC have shown promise due to their improved perioperative morbidity, cosmesis, and earlier convalescence [14]. Despite these advantages, the efficacy and oncological safety of these laparoscopic and endoscopic procedures is a source of concern with the lack of long-term follow-up data available [15].

Diagnosis

Symptoms upon initial presentation

The most common presenting symptoms leading to diagnosis of UTUC is gross or microscopic hematuria in 56-98%, flank pain seen in 20-40%, and lumbar mass seen in 10-20% worldwide [9, 16]. An additional 15% of patients do not experience symptoms of any kind and are identified following incidental abnormal imaging findings [17]. Concomitant systemic symptoms raise concern for metastatic disease and warrant an appropriate workup.

Workup

For patients presenting for evaluation secondary to hematuria, workup for UTUC proceeds in a similar fashion to cancers of the lower urinary tract. Computed tomography urography (CTU) is the gold standard imaging modality, with other options including magnetic resonance urography (MRU), and re-
nal ultrasound [9, 16, 18, 19]. Retrograde pyelograms may be included in the workup in cases of non-contrast computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or ultrasound when collecting system detail is deemed imperative [18, 19]. Cystoscopy should be performed as part of the hematuria evaluation [9, 16, 18, 19]. If there is concern for metastatic disease, the workup should include complete blood count, basic metabolic panel, chest X-ray, and bone scan if elevated alkaline phosphatase or bone signs/symptoms present [19].

**General discussion of diagnostic modalities**

1) **Endoscopy**

Due to the multicentric nature of UC, adequate identification of all UTUC remains one of the main challenges in diagnosis [5]. Endoscopy plays the important role of visually identifying concomitant bladder tumors, additional UTUC, and aiding in the performance of biopsies. Cystoscopy, with or without ureteroscopy, and biopsy is recommended to confirm the presence of disease [16]. It is important to find all identifiable lesions in both the upper and lower urinary tracts to appropriately stage and grade the patient.

2) **Urine sampling**

The use of urine cytology and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) in the identification of UTUC has limited value when compared to the recommended imaging modalities. Cytology and FISH are less sensitive modalities for diagnosing UTUC, but are often used for diagnostic clues. Cytology for the evaluation of the upper urinary tract should ideally be obtained in situ, in the renal cavities, and is only highly suggestive of UTUC when bladder cystoscopy is normal and carcinoma in situ (CIS) of the bladder or prostatic urethra has been excluded. These studies are more sensitive in detection of high-grade lesions. Usefulness in the setting of low-grade tumors has been disputed. Although FISH parallels its performance in bladder cancer, the preponderance of low-grade, recurrent disease in the population undergoing surveillance and minimally invasive therapy for upper tract transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) may limit its usefulness in this setting. Chen et al showed an FISH sensitivity of 41% and cytology sensitivity of 12% for low-grade upper tract tumors and concluded that until a high-sensitivity marker for low-grade urothelial cancer is developed, the surveillance of upper tract TCC will continue to require vigilant direct visual inspection [20].

Various tissue-based markers are currently being investigated as prognostic indicators in UTUC. These include cell adhesion (E cadherin and CD24), cell differentiation (Snail and epidermal growth factor receptor), angiogenesis (hypoxia-inducible factor-1 alpha and metalloproteinases), cell proliferation (Ki67), epithelial mesenchymal transition (snail), mitosis (Aurora-A), apoptosis (Bcl-2 and survivin), and vascular invasion markers (recepteur d’origine nantais RON and c-met protein MET). To date, none of these markers have fulfilled the clinical and statistical criteria necessary to support their use in daily clinical decision-making, mainly as a result of disease rarity and small study sample sizes [9].

3) **CTU**

Multi-phasic CTU yields the highest diagnostic accuracy for UTUC. Its sensitivity ranges from 0.67 to 1.0 and specificity ranges from 0.93 to 0.99 depending on the technique used [9].

Diagnosing UTUC using CTU is therefore preferred to MRU as a first-line test due to greater diagnostic accuracy, lower cost, and greater patient acceptability [9].

4) **MRU**

MRU is indicated in patients who cannot undergo CTU due to contraindications related to radiation or iodinated contrast media. Reported sensitivity for this imaging modality is 0.75 after contrast administration for tumors < 2 cm [21]. MRU using certain gadolinium-based contrasts is contraindicated in patients with severe renal impairment (< 30 mL/min creatinine clearance) due to risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis [21].

5) **Ultrasound**

Detection of renal pelvis carcinoma is moderate (82%) but sensitivities as low as 12% have been reported for the detection of UC of the ureter [22]. Ultrasound can often identify secondary signs of ureteric tumors such as hydronephrosis and hydroureter. New techniques are being investigated including intraluminal high frequency US to evaluate the depth of penetration and urothelial thickness but have yet to become mainstream.

6) **Ureteropyeloscopy**

Endoscopic technology has drastically improved in recent history, including better optics and smaller flexible ureteroscopes with active deflection [23]. These advances now allow routine visual surveillance of the entire urinary tract. In addressing UTUC, flexible ureteroscopy is used to visualize, biopsy, and obtain cytology in situ of the ureter, renal pelvis, and collecting system, with a technical success rate approximating 95% [24]. Additionally, it can be used to direct conservative treatment to the identified upper tract tumor.

**Treatment**

**Radical nephroureterectomy**

In 1898, Le Dentu and Albarran were the first to describe RNU with en bloc excision of kidney and ureter in the management of UTUC. This was later modified to include complete
removal of the ipsilateral urinatry tract and a margin of bladder cuff by Kimball and Ferris in 1934 after noting high incidence (30-64%) of residual or recurrent tumor in the short remaining ureteral segment [25]. This technique has since remained the gold standard treatment for UTUC as it meets all conditions required for successful oncological surgery: excision of the entire tumor with an adequate surgical margin, control of local recurrence, and evaluation/control of the anatomical spread of the tumor. Resection of the distal most intramural extent of the ureter, including its orifice, and a small circumferential cuff of bladder has been deemed beneficial because it is the part of the urinary tract at considerable risk of tumor recurrence [26-28]. In 1952, McDonald et al presented the “pluck” technique: primary transurethral detachment (either resection or excision) of the intramural ureter with a resectoscope and subsequent cephalad extraction (“plucking”) during nephrectomy. It was not until 1995 that Palou et al emphasized the usefulness of the modified technique of utilizing transurethral resection to detach the intramural ureter [29, 30]. Since then, several other techniques such as stripping, transurethral resection of the intramural ureter, and intussusception have been described as viable options for resection of the distal ureter. With the exception of ureteral stripping these techniques are deemed equivalent to excision of the bladder cuff [31-34].

The gold standard treatment for UTUC regardless of tumor location remains the RNU with excision of the bladder cuff. Further recommendations vary depending on the source of guidelines.

European Association of Urology (EAU)

The EAU recommends (grade B) RNU if any of the following are present: suspicious imaging findings suggesting infiltrating UTUC, high-grade tumor as demonstrated by urinary cytology, multifocality with two functional kidneys, and non-invasive, large tumors (i.e. > 2cm) [9]. RNU can be performed in an open or laparoscopic fashion, with or without lymphadenectomy, and with or without ipsilateral adrenalectomy. The EAU guidelines regarding technique of choice for RNU are as follows: bladder cuff removal is imperative (grade A); open and laparoscopic techniques are equivalent in terms of efficacy; postoperative instillation of chemotherapy is recommended after RNU to avoid bladder recurrence (grade B); lymphadenectomy is recommended in cases of invasive UTUC (grade C); and several techniques for bladder cuff excision are acceptable (grade B), except stripping [9].

National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)

NCCN guideline recommendations are organized for tumors of the renal pelvis and those of the ureter. For tumors of the renal pelvis recommendations are for RNU, regional lymphadenectomy, and consideration for neoadjuvant chemotherapy in select patients for any of the following characteristics: high-grade tumors, large tumors, or evidence of parenchymal invasion. For ureteral urothelial tumors, RNU is strictly recommended for high-grade tumors of the mid ureter. All other ureteral tumors may be treated with RNU, though more conservative treatment is offered.

American Urological Association (AUA)

No specific guidelines exist for management of upper tract neoplasms. RNU with bladder cuff is acknowledged as the gold standard surgical treatment.

Ipsilateral adrenalectomy is commonly performed with RNU despite the lack of data on rates of adrenal metastasis or direct invasion by renal pelvic tumors. Huang et al evaluated the role of adrenalectomy through 110 patients with localized UTUC treated by nephroureterectomy and bladder cuff resection. Seventy of these patients underwent RNU without adrenalectomy and 40 patients were treated with concurrent adrenalectomy. There was no significant difference in 5-year survival, metastasis-free survival, or cancer-free survival between the two groups [35].

Finally, there has been little discussion in the literature concerning intrafascial vs. perifascial nephrectomy with the widely accepted idea that Gerota’s fascia and perinephric fat should be excised during RNU [5].

RNU vs. LNU

Multiple sources have reported on equivalent oncologic outcomes of laparoscopic nephroureterectomy (LNU) vs. open RNU. There are over 400 observational studies, yet only one randomized clinical trial (RCT) to date analyzing laparoscopic vs. open RNU [19]. Many of these studies report improved clinical outcomes for LNU with statistically significant for decreased blood loss, postoperative pain, and mean time to discharge from hospital. However, long-term data from this study show no statistically significant difference between LNU and RNU in terms of overall 5-year cancer specific survival (89.9% vs. 78.8%) and 5-year metastases free survival (74.4% and 72.5%) [19]. These findings suggest that laparoscopic techniques are better with regard to perioperative outcomes, but demonstrate long-term oncological outcomes similar to RNU [5, 9, 19].

Lymphadenectomy

There are no clear guidelines regarding the role of lymphadenectomy associated with RNU, but there are data supporting its use based on prolonged survival of patients with extended lymphadenectomy during cystectomy for urothelial bladder cancer [5, 9]. Komatsu et al suggested a potential diagnostic role of lymphadenectomy in identifying candidates for adjuvant chemotherapy [36]. In a non-randomized, retrospective study, Miyake et al found no significant difference in survival rates between patients with and patients without concurrent lymphadenectomy [35]. However, among patients with no lymph vessel invasion, the survival rate of those with lym-
phadenectomy was significantly higher than those without [35]. Therefore, this adjunct technique is suggested for prophylactic eradication of minimally metastatic disease [5, 35].

**Conservative surgery**

UTUC conservative treatment, also referred to as nephron sparing surgery, includes various segmental resections via endoscopic, open, or laparoscopic techniques. The following are the EAU recommendations (grade B) for conservative management of UTUC: unifocal tumor, tumor size less than 1 cm, low-grade tumor as demonstrated by cytology or biopsy, no evidence of an infiltrative lesion on CTU, and patient understanding of close follow-up. The guidelines for choosing techniques in conservative management of UTUC are as follows (grade C): laser should be used in cases of endoscopic management; flexible ureteroscopy is preferable over rigid ureteroscopy; a percutaneous approach remains an option in small, low-grade caliceal tumors unsuitable for ureteroscopic treatment; ureteroureterostomy with wide margins is indicated for non-invasive low-grade tumors of the proximal ureter or mid-ureter that cannot be removed completely by endoscopic means, and for high-grade or invasive tumors when RSS for preservation of renal function is a goal. Distal ureterectomy and neocystostomy with wide margins is indicated for non-invasive, low-grade tumors in the distal ureter that cannot be removed completely by endoscopic means and for high-grade, locally invasive tumors [9].

Arancibia et al, in their analysis, reported good endoscopic outcomes for single, low-grade tumors (<15 mm) in absence of positive urine cytology [5]. Currently accepted indications for endoscopic treatment by Mills et al are inadequate renal reserve (chronic renal impairment or solitary kidney), actual or high risk of bilateral disease (e.g. Balkan nephropathy), significant comorbidity, palliation (where cure is not possible), and papillary, superficial, low-grade disease with low invasive potential [37].

The NCCN provides less stringent guidelines for conservative therapy in treatment of UTUC. Low-grade tumors of the renal pelvis may be treated with RNU, nephron sparing procedures, or endoscopic resection with or without postsurgical intrapelvic chemotherapy or Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG). Upper ureteral tumors may be treated with either RNU or endoscopic resection. Low-grade mid ureteral tumors may be treated with endoscopic resection or RNU with consideration for regional lymphadenectomy. Distal tumors of the ureter may be treated with endoscopic resection or distal ureterectomy and regional lymphadenectomy if high grade. Ureteral reimplantation is preferred in these patients, if clinically feasible [19].

**Ureteroscopic management**

Elliott et al suggest that endoscopic treatment in properly selected patients, specifically neodymium-yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser or electrocautery via ureteroscopy, can be safely and effectively used as a first-line treatment for UTUC. Selection criteria for an 11-year analysis of 21 renal units treated with endoscopic treatment included normal contralateral kidney, lesions with macroscopically papillary and superficial appearance, complete visualization of lesions, complete resection of lesions, lesions <2 cm in diameter, no CT evidence of parenchymal invasion, and strict schedule for follow-up (based on recurrence rates of 37% and renal preservation rate of 81%) [38].

Ureteroscopy is the preferred endoscopic treatment modality for patients with low-grade UTUC. Feasibility is contingent on patient and urologist willingness to adhere to rigorous surveillance protocols and accept repeat treatments for local recurrence [39]. Arancibia summarized the limitations of ureteroscopy, finding that the small size of equipment limits the volume of tumors treated in one procedure and often requires a second look procedure to ensure complete eradication of tumor [5].

**Percutaneous management**

Percutaneous access, as recommended by Adamis et al, is preferred for large tumors (>1.5 cm) located proximally in renal pelvis and/or upper ureter and for ureteric recurrences after a cystectomy for bladder cancer [40]. Advantages to the percutaneous technique include treatment of larger tumor volumes, access to any site in the collecting system, improved visualization, and faster resection with deeper biopsies. Percutaneous management may employ various modalities for tumor ablation, including monopolar or bipolar cautery, laser, rollerball electrode, and electrovaporization. Recurrence rates are 18-28% for low-grade tumors and approximately 50% for high-grade tumors [40].

Roupret et al recommend conservative surgical management, including ureteroscopy and percutaneous endoscopic ablation, as an alternative to open nephroureterectomy for low-grade or superficial UTUC based on analysis of 97 patients [41]. Fifty-four of these patients underwent open nephroureterectomy, 27 underwent ureteroscopy, and 16 underwent percutaneous endoscopic ablation with a 5-year disease-specific survival rate of 81.9% for low-grade tumors and 47.3% for high-grade tumors (P = 0.0001). Based on these results, they suggested incorporation of additional prognostic indicators, such as molecular markers, prior to implementation of conservative therapy for high-grade or invasive tumors [41].

In general, endoscopic management is not advised for high-grade tumors due to high rates of both local recurrence and disease progression. It is not advised in elective situations if pathologic analysis and tumor grade cannot be obtained [40]. High-grade (grade 3) disease recurs at higher rates independent of therapeutic modality: percutaneous 31%, open 25%; low-grade (grade 1-2): percutaneous 6%, open 14%. For disease-specific survival there was no difference observed between stages in patients treated percutaneously vs. open, suggesting equivalent outcomes between percutaneous and open techniques [40].

Cutress et al provided a comprehensive review of all studies evaluating endoscopic management prior to and including
2011, including ureteroscopic ablation and percutaneous nephroscopic resection of tumor. They reported strong selection bias for favorable tumor characteristics in the endoscopically treated groups, variation in medical comorbidty, and indication for treatment across the different study groups. Biopsy verification was inconsistent and follow-up in most studies was limited to a mean of 3 years. Even though many of the studies analyzed reported a grade related risk of tumor progression and disease-specific mortality for endoscopically managed UTUC, the studies had inherent flaws that should be considered when reviewing the data [42].

Summary of endoscopic management

The goal of endoscopic management is cancer control with concurrent preservation of renal function and integrity of the urinary tract. It was initially reserved for patients with solitary kidneys or bilateral disease, but has gained acceptance in the management of small, low-stage and low-grade tumors [5]. Outcomes between RNU and nephron sparing surgery have been compared. Hall et al concluded that specific surgical procedure is an independent predictor of overall disease recurrence. In their retrospective study of 252 patients overall disease recurrence was significantly higher in patients who had parenchymal sparing surgery, distal or segmental ureterectomy, excision of tumor, and endoscopic ablation [5]. In these conservatively managed patients, understaging and undertreatment will remain a significant risk until improved minimally invasive diagnostic tools are developed. Two large cohort studies utilizing the surveillance, epidemiology, and end result (SEER) database comparing nephron sparing treatment approaches to conventional extirpative therapy showed no difference in cancer-specific survival in carefully selected patients [43, 44]. Clear limitations have been identified in these retrospective studies, including lack of long-term follow-up. Lack of randomization limits many studies evaluating conservative UTUC management and a preference for treating the older patient with more conservative therapy has led to misleading shifts in overall survival, while cancer-specific survival has remained equivalent.

Adjuvant topical agents

Mitomycin C and BCG have long been established as efficacious adjuvant topical agents in the setting of bladder cancer. In the setting of UTUC, these agents may be employed following complete tumor eradication [23, 45]. Current methods for delivery include retrograde instillation through a ureteric stent, antegrade instillation through a percutaneous nephrostomy tube, reflux through a double J stent, and via a reverse thermosensitive polymer plug [23, 45]. Despite these various available modalities, difficulty still remains in isolating the agent to the upper urinary tract and reducing possible post-instillation side effects, such as ureteric obstruction and consecutive pyelovenous influx during instillation or perfusion.

Additionally, due to the rarity of UTUC and lack of RCTs assessing efficacy of local chemotherapy, there is a lack of evidence supporting its use. The medium term results are similar to those for the treatment of bladder tumors, but have not been confirmed in long-term studies [9, 40, 46]. For this reason, there are no current guidelines providing a graded recommendation on the use of adjuvant local chemotherapy in the management of UTUC [39].

Rastinehad et al gathered 20 years of data and analyzed the use of adjuvant BCG after percutaneous management of UTUC in 50 renal units and 39 control units. There were no statistical differences between the two groups when comparing recurrence, time to recurrence, and progression of disease [5, 23]. Cutress et al reported outcomes on 18 renal units treated with adjuvant mitomycin C after endoscopic management, with an estimated 5-year UTUC recurrence free survival of 53.8% for patients treated with adjuvant mitomycin C and 54.2% for those without adjuvant treatment [23, 42]. To date, there is no clear evidence supporting administration of adjuvant topical therapy in the management of papillary UTUC, but reports have been limited to small, retrospective cohort studies focusing on BCG with limited follow-up of less than 36 months [23].

Although adjuvant topical therapy has not demonstrated clear efficacy for papillary UTUC, several studies have yielded positive results with upper tract CIS based on response rates, low recurrence rates, and disease-specific mortality outcomes [23, 46]. These studies were limited, however, as diagnosis of upper tract CIS was based on positive urine cytology combined with negative radiologic imaging, rather than confirmed biopsy. Furthermore, response rates were based on restoration of normal urine cytology rather than more specific criteria, such as biopsy and ureteroscopy, and disease-specific mortality outcomes varied considerably from 9% to 40% [23].

Currently, there is no level 1 evidence supporting the use of adjuvant topical chemotherapy following conservative surgery in the treatment of UTUC. However, further investigation is warranted to assess the potential benefit of this treatment [8, 46].

Adjuvant systemic chemotherapy and radiation

Studies analyzing adjuvant chemotherapy and radiation in the setting of UTUC are sparse in literature, largely due to the rarity of UTUC. While immunotherapy for UTUC is often utilized in a similar fashion as lower urinary tract UC, chemotherapy and radiation are treatment modalities with ill-defined roles, especially following conservative treatment. Given the high recurrence rates associated with UTUC, adjuvant therapy has significant potential roles in UTUC management, and future randomized studies are warranted. At this time these modalities should be considered strictly experimental.

Chemotherapy

In 2012 the prospective randomized controlled perioperative chemotherapy versus surveillance in UTUC (POUT) trial began enrolling patients treated with RNU; however, the results from this investigation are pending [47]. Currently, most studies evaluating this topic are non-randomized and address adjuvant treatment following radical surgery, with mixed results.
Lee et al address the impact of adjuvant chemotherapy in patients with UTUC and LVI following RNU. In this retrospective study of 344 patients, LVI was found to be an independent prognostic factor for cancer-specific survival and overall survival. Patients with T3-4 disease and LVI who were treated with adjuvant chemotherapy (n = 64) experienced improved cancer-specific survival (HR: 0.39, P = 0.028) and overall survival (HR: 0.41, P = 0.031). However, this survival benefit did not extend to patients with T1-T2 disease and LVI (HR: 1.89, P = 0.604 for cancer-specific survival and overall survival). A retrospective study by Lucca et al demonstrated similar results, with only patients harboring pT3/T4 N+ disease benefiting from adjuvant chemotherapy [50]. Another retrospective study by Kim et al, taking place between 2000 and 2013, investigated the impact of adjuvant gemcitabine plus cisplatin therapy following RNU in the setting of locally advanced disease (n = 65). In this study, 8/36 (22.2%) patients who had undergone adjuvant chemotherapy experienced distant metastasis, compared with 6/29 (20.7%) of those patients who had not received adjuvant therapy, with no statistically significant difference between the two arms of the study [48]. Hellenthal et al found similar results in their retrospective analysis of an international database of 1,390 patients, including 542 with high risk disease (PT3N0, PT4N0 and/or lymph node positive). Of these high risk patients 121 received adjuvant chemotherapy, with statistically significant survival benefit compared to those patients not receiving chemotherapy [49]. These studies and lack of current guidelines addressing adjuvant chemotherapy for UTUC underscore the importance of future RCTs.

**Radiation**

The role of radiation in adjuvant management of UTUC is poorly defined, with few retrospective non-randomized trials addressing this topic. Jwa et al evaluated clinical outcomes in patients with stage III/IV UTUC, with 36 patients undergoing adjuvant RT and 91 patients treated with surgery alone. With a median follow-up of 38.3 months, respective 3-year locoregional recurrence-free survival rates were 89% vs. 61% in the RT vs. non-RT groups (P = 0.01) [48]. Another study by Fan et al demonstrated improved overall survival for patients receiving adjuvant chemoradiation following RNU vs. chemo-

**Figure 2. Treatment algorithm for UTUC per available guidelines.**
therapy and salvage radiation therapy [51]. Maulard-Durdux et al reported their experience with adjuvant radiation therapy given to 26 patients following complete resection of upper tract tumors, with overall 5-year survival rates and 5-year recurrence-free survival rates of 49% and 30%, respectively, conferring no additional survival benefit compared to standard surgical therapy [52]. Further smaller trial results are mixed, and future analyses with robust sample sizes and prospective randomization are needed before definitive conclusions regarding adjuvant radiotherapy for UTUC can be reached.

Follow-up

NCCN guidelines for follow-up are uniform across all stages, regardless of primary treatment and use of adjuvant therapy. For all tumors NCCN recommends cystoscopy every 3 months for 1 year, then at increasing intervals thereafter. Following conservative endoscopic management, imaging of the upper tract collecting system is recommended at 3 - 12 month intervals. CT scan, MRI, and chest X-ray are optional modalities for follow-up [19].

EAU provides grade C recommendations for follow-up of UTUC based upon treatment modality and tumor characteristics. For tumors treated with RNU, follow-up is recommended for at least 5 years following surgery. For non-invasive tumors treated with RNU recommendations are for yearly CT imaging. Cystoscopy and urine cytology should be obtained at 3 months and then yearly thereafter. Invasive tumors are followed more closely following RNU with cystoscopy/urinary cytology at 3 months and then yearly, as well as CTU every 6 months over 2 years and then yearly. Following conservative management of UTUC the EAU recommends follow-up for at least 5 years. Urine cytology and CTU is to be obtained at 3 and 6 months followed by yearly exams. Cystoscopy, ureteroscopy, and cytology in situ are recommended at 3 and 6 months, then every 6 months over 2 years, and then yearly thereafter.

The AUA currently does not provide specific guidelines for following these patients other than surveillance protocol used in patients with lower tract UC.

Conclusions and Future Outlook

Over the past decade, there has been a progressive move toward nephron preservation in treatment of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), initially provoked by data identifying a substantial increase in post radical nephrectomy chronic kidney disease (CKD), cardiovascular events, and overall mortality [53]. Broader application of this philosophy as it applies to treatment of UTUC has been a recent topic of debate in the urology community. Since urothelial carcinoma is known to be chemo-sensitive, nephron preservation is of interest with the potential need for platinum-based agents that are known to be nephrotoxic. However, we should be mindful that endoscopic resection of UTUC carries a much higher burden of local recurrence (20-85%) [54] than does partial nephrectomy for RCC. Patients with UTUC require years of complicated and costly surveillance after local treatment and often require multiple serial endoscopic resections. With these caveats firmly in mind, studies by Simhan et al and Jeldres et al [43, 44] both support appreciation that nephron sparing approaches to low-grade low-stage UTUC do not worsen cancer-specific mortality. Although these findings are encouraging, patients should be carefully selected for nephron salvage keeping with sound clinical judgment and adherence to published guidelines.

Guidelines on diagnosis and management of UTUC (Fig. 2) are lacking in current literature due to the rarity of the disease and lack of long-term data assessing its management. The EAU remains the primary provider of guidelines to date, but these guidelines are mainly based on small patient cohorts and retrospective studies with poor long-term follow-up data. Although the EAU advocates for more conservative surgical management, especially in cases of easily accessible, small low-grade tumors, there is a lack of strong (grade A) evidence necessary to clearly define a cohort of patients who would best be served with these treatment modalities. The state of current literature necessitates additional studies, preferably prospective in nature, with larger cohorts, and better long-term data. Questions still exist as to what size tumors can be successfully treated with less invasive measures, what clear role adjuvant therapy can play, how to best follow these patients, and when to proceed with radical treatment.

The accuracy of determining UTUC tumor stage and aggressiveness via noninvasive or minimally invasive tools remains controversial and necessitates further investigation. There exists a significant risk of under staging and undertreatment in conservatively managed upper urinary tract tumors [14]. In addition to the need for improved diagnostic modalities, further investigation into treatment options must be performed. LNU has yielded comparable results to open surgery with regard to cancer outcomes and also offers advantages in terms of morbidity and earlier convalescence [23]. However, since LNU may be selectively performed in low-risk patients (less tumor extent), it cannot be said with certainty that open nephroureterectomy and LNU have the same oncologic efficacy in high-risk patients. Long-term oncologic data in patients treated with LNU are required prior to acceptance of the procedure as standard of care for patients with high-grade and muscle-invasive UTUC. Further strategies and surveillance methods must be developed and validated to improve the outcomes in high-risk patients [15].

With the introduction of robotic technology, a trial assessing robot-assisted LNU vs. conventional LNU would be an additional point of future study with long-term follow-up data. Considering the challenges associated with performing an RCT in surgical practice it has been suggested that progressive surgical research will have to be reliant upon high-quality non-randomized trials [9].

Ultimately, when caring for the patient with UTUC, physicians must take into account the specific clinical characteristics of each individual patient with regard to renal function, the presence of co-morbidities, tumor location, grade, stage, and molecular marker status when determining the optimal treatment regimen. Strong consideration should be given to conservative management in the appropriately selected patients who agree to strict follow-up.
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